
Letter to the Editor

Estimating RBEs at clinical doses from microdosimetric spectra
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To the Editor,
Microdosimetry is perhaps the most useful tool for inte

comparing the different types of radiation that are used
radiotherapy; the relative effects of different radiations
controlled by the different initial energy deposition patter
in cellular targets—the subject matter of microdosimetry.1 It
is therefore appropriate that many authors have meas
microdosimetric spectra in clinical beams, and have u
these data in an attempt to predict clinically relevant relat
biological effectiveness~RBE!.2–20

It appears, however, that a particular formalism that
been used by a number of authors2–11 to calculate RBEs a
clinical doses based on microdosimetric spectra is, in so
important respects, incorrect. Here we discuss this issue
point out that a correct application of microdosimetric theo
does indeed allow predictions of RBE, both at low doses
at clinically relevant doses, based on measured microdo
etric spectra.

Before commenting on the formalism that has appeare
the literature, we briefly review the fundamentals of micr
dosimetric theory as they apply to the predictions of RB
The fundamental assumption is that relative biological
fects are determined by the different energy deposition
terns that different radiations deposit in cellular targe
These energy deposition patterns are quantified through
stochastic quantity specific energy (z), defined as the energ
per unit mass deposited in a particular cellular target.1 After
exposure to a doseD of radiation typei , the probability
density function ofz in a set of cellular targets is given b
the Poisson-weighted sum of the effects of different numb
of independent tracks passing through the targets:

f i~z;D !5 (
n50

` Fe2n
nn

n! G f i
~y!~z!, ~1!

wheref i
(y)(z) represents the probability that a specific ene

z is deposited by exactlyn independent tracks passin
through a cellular target, and

n5D/z1F ,

where

z1F5E z fi
~1!~z!dzY E f i

~1!~z!dz. ~2!

Now, given the assumption that relative biological effects
determined by the energy deposition patterns that diffe
radiations deposit in cellular targets, the biological effect o
doseD of radiationi can be written20 as
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Ei~D !5E e~z! f i~z;D !dz, ~3!

wheree(z) is the response of an individual cellular target
a specific energy depositionz. From Eqs.~1! and ~3!, for
very small doses where multiple traversals of the cellu
target are unlikely,20

Ei~D !'DE e~z! f i
~1!~z!/z1F dz. ~4!

Thus the response per unit dose at low doses,Ri ~often
termed the ‘‘initial slope’’!, to a particular radiation,i , can
be written as

Ri5E e~y! f i~y!/yF dy, ~5!

wherey is the stochastic quantity lineal energy,1 defined as
the energy deposited by asingle track, divided by the aver-
age path length in the cellular target, andyF is defined analo-
gously toz1F . For single tracks only,y and z can be used
interchangeably as there is a linear relationship betw
them.1 f i(y) is often referred to as a microdosimetric singl
event spectrum; it can be measured using a low-pressure
portional counter.1

Equation~5! can be rewritten as21

Ri5E w~y!di~y!dy, ~6!

wherew(y)5e(y)/y, anddi(y)5y f i(y)/yF . Similarly, Eq.
~3! can be rewritten as22

Ei~D !5E zw~z! f i~z;D !dz. ~7!

As we will discuss, Eqs.~6! and ~7! represent a basis fo
microdosimetric evaluations of RBE at low and at clinica
relevant doses, respectively.

Schmidt and Hess,2 Pihetet al.,3 as well as many subse
quent authors,4–11have suggested that RBEs at clinically re
evant doses can be estimated using

RBEi~D0!5E r ~y;D0!di~y!dy, ~8!

where RBEi(D0) is the RBE of radiation typei , relative to
the effects of a reference radiation at a given doseD0 , and
di(y) is the corresponding microdosimetric single-eve
spectrum, as described above;r (y;D0) in Eq. ~8! is de-
scribed as an empirical biological response function spec
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to the doseD0 of the reference radiation.3 For example, Pihet
et al.3 derived anr (y;D0) function based on measured RBE
relative to the effects of 8 Gy of p~65!-Be fast neutrons.

However, while Eq.~8! shows aprima faciesimilarity to
Eq. ~6!, Eq.~8! cannot be applied to situations involving hig
doses of radiation@such as 8 Gy of p~65!-Be fast neutrons,
where an average of about 20 neutrons would traverse
mm-diam target18#, where the low-dose assumptions need
to derive Eq.~6! are not valid. This is directly apparent b
noting thatdi(y) in Eq. ~8! refers to the spectrum ofsingle-
eventenergy depositions in cellular targets, whereas at cl
cal doses, these targets will be subject to a~different! spec-
trum of multieventenergy depositions.

At low doses Eq.~6! can be used to estimate the quant
Rj /Rk , which is the ratio of the low-dose responses~initial
slopes! of the two radiations, and is thus the low-dose RB
(RBEmax) of radiationk relative to radiationj . This quantity
is not, however, the RBE at high~clinical! doses.

From a clinical perspective, the low-dose RBE is not
rectly relevant. However, Eqs.~6! and ~7! can be used to
estimate high dose RBEs as follows:

~A! For the end point in question, first estimate thew(z)
response function by unfolding it from either Eq.~6!, based
on low-dose biological data on single-event microdosime
data,21,23,24or by unfolding it from Eq.~7! using high-dose
data biological data and multievent microdosimetric data22

standard computer programs exist for calculating multi ev
spectra,f i(z;D) from single-event spectradi(y).25

~B! For a given reference radiation doseD j , find the
RBE, D j /Dk , such that@see Eq.~7!#,

E zw~z! f j~z;D j !dz5E zw~z! f k~z;Dk!dz. ~9!

A simpler, though more approximate, technique that can a
be used is to calculate high-dose RBEs from low-dose RB
using the standard linear-quadratic model,1,26,27 where the
effect of an acute dose of radiationi is assumed to depend o
a iDi1bDi

2. Assuming the validity of this standard linea
quadratic model, it can readily be shown that the RB
D j /Dk , of radiationk relative to radiationj , is

RBE~Dk!5
z j

2Dk
FA11

4

z j
2 ~z jrk jDk1Dk

2!21G , ~10!

where z j5a j /b and rk j5ak /a j . The ratio z j , i.e., the
alpha/beta ratio for the reference radiation, has been rep
edly evaluated; for example, for early responding tissues
posed to megavoltage photons,z j is typically in the range
from 8 to 10 Gy.27 The quantityrk j (5Rk /Rj , the low-dose
RBE! can be calculated from Eq.~6!, assuming the corre
sponding microdosimetric single-event spectra, as well
w(y), are known; it is important to note that the standa
linear-quadratic model contained in Eq.~10! does, in fact,
contain an implicit assumption that the biological respon
function, w(y), is proportional toy, which is a reasonable
approximation for lineal energy (y) values less than aroun
100 keV/mm,21,28 but not necessarily at higher lineal ene
gies, where saturation effects become important.
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In summary, measured microdosimetric spectra and
corresponding microdosimetric formalism represent a po
erful tool for intercomparing different clinical radiotherap
beams, but at clinical relevant doses, it is generally neces
to take into account in the formalism the fact that cellu
targets are subject to a multievent distribution, not just
single events.
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